Quite a
package.
Take one part world class maker of digital screens, mix with one
part simple, slick and intuitive digital signage software. Shake well.
The result? An ultra-flexible solution that redefines what can be
accomplished with an out-of-the-box signage system.

Smartsign can help strengthen and extend your communication. Thousands of
companies worldwide rely on our comprehensive digital signage platform to manage,
publish and verify custom content across the globe. On any platform, on any device.
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SSSP?
The Samsung Smart Signage Platform (SSSP) is an all-in-one solution that marries
cutting-edge display hardware with a simplified, integrated media player. SSSP uses
the display’s internal CPU and high-performance video processor, eliminating the
need for an external set-back box or PC. The SSSP system can also be extended to
support high impact, synchronized video walls.

Versatility matters.
Content is king, and this setup lets you use all forms of it. Images, videos... even
websites and live content can be pushed into the mix, landscape and portrait
style. Still not convinced? In a nutshell: Enjoy using virtually any file format in
your feed, even MS Excel and PowerPoint.

Plug and play. Really.
Nothing kills the creative process like technical hassle and setup issues. The
Samsung and Smartsign brotherhood reduces these factors to a minimum. It’s dead
easy: Connect to network. Enter URL and set clock. Activate Smartsign Cloud
Service. Done. Now go focus on your mind blowing, sales chart busting content.
This setup will deliver it 24/7, crystal clear, glitch free.

Any content
on any device

Feeling lost? We have
free online training.
Once you purchased Smartsign, visit
smartsignmanager.com/en/training
and book your free session.

Smartsign is a publishing system that handles all kind of content
and publishes it on the right place at the right time, on any device.
Smartsign is an established system with many years on the market.
It is flexible and easy to customize. And most important of all –
Smartsign is easy to use!

One product for all solutions
The Smartsign platform can be used for a wide range of information solutions.
Please contact us for a demonstration on how Smartsign can meet your needs.
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MAKE EASY SUPER EASY! Smartsign Sync lets you publish content
without any extra work whatsoever. Synchronize any folder on your
computer or server, and everything in the folder is automatically
published on your screens. Super easy!

Get your message through.
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